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1. Examples of synchrony in social interactions. 

2. Quick tutorial on how to extract and analyze 
non-verbal features from your videos. 
- Facial expressions: https://tinyurl.com/openfacecolab
- Body poses: https://tinyurl.com/openposecolab

 

https://tinyurl.com/openfacecolab
https://tinyurl.com/openposecolab


If you’d like to follow along later...

1. Enter following url in your browser:   https://tinyurl.com/openfacecolab
2. Click the cell after “Install OpenFace”, and then click the play button.
(You will need to log in to Google)

You’ll see a screen like this.

1. Click in this cell

2. Click the play button to install 
necessary packages on your 
cloud computing notebook!

Installation takes ~40 min.



1. Examples of synchrony in social interactions. 

2. Quick tutorial on how to extract and analyze 
non-verbal features from your videos. 
- Facial expressions
- Body poses

 



For some reason, we take pleasure in synchronizing. 
We like dancing together 

We like singing together

We like laughing together 

We even like to jump together



Why is synchrony important?
Chameleon effect (1999).

Therapist-patient synchrony predicts better clinical outcomes (2011).

Neural, emotion, and movement synchrony predict social connection (2018).

Time-lagged synchrony and social roles (leader-followers; 2015).

But what does synchrony mean? 

How do we define synchrony?



How do we define synchrony?
simultaneous action, development or occurrence



Perfect synchrony.

Most synchrony!



No synchrony

No synchrony!



Mimicry or Time-lagged synchrony 

Red: Leader
Blue: Follower

Red was 0 at t=20, 
Blue hits 0 at t=30.

Time



Where can we measure synchrony?
facial expressions

body movements



Why is synchrony important?
Chameleon effect.

Therapist-patient synchrony predicts better clinical outcomes.

Neural and emotion synchrony predicts social connection. 

Time-lagged synchrony can help predict social roles (leader-followers). 



Chameleon effect



Chameleon effect
Describe the 
photograph.

Participant Confederate



Chameleon effect

Participant Confederate

Describe the 
photograph.

Control Condition



Chameleon effect

Participant Confederate

Describe the 
photograph.

Mimicry Condition



Chameleon effect 

Participant Confederate

Will participants rate the mimicking 
confederate more “likable” than 
non-mimicking confederates (control)?

Will participants rate the interaction 
more “smooth” for mimicking than 
non-mimicking confederates (control)?

Describe the 
photograph.



Chameleon effect 
Participants rated the mimicking 
confederate more “likable” than 
non-mimicking confederates (control).

Participants rated the interaction more 
“smooth” for mimicking than 
non-mimicking confederates (control).



Participants rated the mimicking 
confederate more “likable” than 
non-mimicking confederates (control).

Participants rated the interaction more 
“smooth” for mimicking than 
non-mimicking confederates (control).

Chameleon effect 

Motor mimicry may have an adaptive 
function of facilitating smoother 
social interactions and increase 
social bond between individuals.



Why is synchrony important?
Chameleon effect (1999).

Therapist-patient synchrony predicts better clinical outcomes (2011).

Neural, emotion, and movement synchrony predict social connection (2018).

Time-lagged synchrony and social roles (leader-followers; 2015).



70 patients, on average 38 sessions
Synchrony of Motion energy  



70 patients, on average 38 sessions
Synchrony of Motion energy  



70 patients, on average 38 sessions
Synchrony of Motion energy  



70 patients, on average 38 sessions
Synchrony of Motion energy  



Why is synchrony important?
Chameleon effect.

Therapist-patient synchrony predicts better clinical outcomes.

Neural and emotion synchrony predicts social connection. 

Time-lagged synchrony can help predict social roles (leader-followers). 



Network measured in November



fMRI collected next February 
(3 months after network response collected)



Example of videos used in study

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1bWY9_P51k0gLbk-dNjSd9zkFTowEDMkS/preview




Neural response to video clips watched alone 
are more similar between close friends than 
distant friends. 



Neural response to video clips watched alone 
are more similar between close friends than 
distant friends. 

What happens in a natural setting where you 
watch videos with another person?







https://docs.google.com/file/d/14MJMDey-uxr19uRI3pC7PFSU6aB0lpFS/preview


Time: 34:12

Joy: .99
Sadness: .01
Fear: .05
Disgust: .07
Surprise: .00
Anger: .02





Dyads with greater emotion synchrony
felt more connected to each other
but emotion synchrony did not affect 
enjoyment of the show. 





https://docs.google.com/file/d/1KDByvpIOGt8_lt8kdifdbA_kZUxQzsry/preview


Is social connection driven by pose synchrony?



Is social connection driven by pose synchrony?



Why is synchrony important?
Chameleon effect.

Therapist-patient synchrony predicts better clinical outcomes.

Neural and emotion synchrony predicts social connection. 

Time-lagged synchrony can help predict social roles (leader-followers). 







Mimicry or Time-lagged synchrony 

Blue: Leader
Red: Follower



Leaders can make followers think about 
what they just said. 



Why is synchrony important?
Chameleon effect.

Therapist-patient synchrony predicts better clinical outcomes.

Neural and emotion synchrony predicts social connection. 

Time-lagged synchrony can help predict social roles (leader-followers). 



1. Examples of synchrony in social interactions. 

2. Quick tutorial on how to extract and analyze 
non-verbal features from your videos. 
- Facial expressions: https://tinyurl.com/openfacecolab
- Body poses: https://tinyurl.com/openposecolab

 

https://tinyurl.com/openfacecolab
https://tinyurl.com/openposecolab


If you’d like to follow along later...

1. Enter following url in your browser:   https://tinyurl.com/openfacecolab
2. Click the cell after “Install OpenFace”, and then click the play button.
(You will need to be logged in with a Google account)

You’ll see a screen like this.

1. Click in this cell

2. Click the play button which will 
install the necessary programs 
on a virtual notebook!

Installation takes ~40 min.



Google Colab
Free computing cluster - Think Google Docs for coding!

● Free 12 GB of RAM memory!
● Free GPU (for 12 hours)!
● Download and install software without filling up your laptop. 
● Share code with friends.
● Organize your results with the code that produced it. 

 



Why use automated feature extraction?
Pros
● NoLess elbow grease required. 
● Reliable & Reproducible. 
● Analyze every frame of video. 

Cons
● Requires computing power.
● Limited by the model. 















Resources
Learn about the package OpenFace

Colab notebook for extracting faces.

Learn about the package OpenPose

Colab notebook for extracting pose data.

Tutorial on four different ways of analyze synchrony.

https://github.com/TadasBaltrusaitis/OpenFace/
https://colab.research.google.com/gist/jcheong0428/c16146b386ea60fab888b56e8e5ee747/openface_shared.ipynb
https://github.com/CMU-Perceptual-Computing-Lab/openpose
https://colab.research.google.com/github/tugstugi/dl-colab-notebooks/blob/master/notebooks/OpenPose.ipynb#scrollTo=nZ3Ud9zLgOoQ
https://towardsdatascience.com/four-ways-to-quantify-synchrony-between-time-series-data-b99136c4a9c9?source=friends_link&sk=be40ac198690b885928d7853abcc2aed

